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Long-ago people in Peru made BIG art
on hills. This kitty was covered up.
Workers cleared stones and sand off it.
The cat is one of hundreds of “Nazca Lines.”
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Mystery kitty
Crazy critter
Rubik’s Cube is 40!
Matching game
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This looks like a big job!
How many people do you think
worked on this giant cat?

READ MORE

That’s a big bird!
Is its beak pointing to
something important?
No one knows for sure.

Can you see
the monkey?
It is longer than
a football field!

Animals, birds, trees, flowers. What were the Nazca Lines for? To track the stars? As part of a
religion? We really do not know. The artists dug into the desert ground about four to six inches
deep. That took away the reddish-brown pebbles on top. Light-colored clay is underneath.
The line drawings stood out. People on other hills could see them. People today get a
good look from planes or drones. Psalm 33:13 says, “The Lord looks down from heaven;
He sees all the children of man.”
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Tasmanian Devils
have strong teeth
for eating meat.

SC R E E C H

!

They sound scary.

What howls and chews
through bones? A Tasmanian
[taz-may-nee-yan] devil!

Workers released healthy devils in a park.

This critter once lived in
Australia [aws-tray-lee-ah].
It almost died out. Now eleven
devils are in a wildlife park.
People want more to come.
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Long-ago people in Australia heard screams, screeches, and growls in the bush. They thought
the devil was nearby. That’s how this pudgy animal got its name. Hot, dry weather and enemy
dingoes forced the devils to move to Tasmania. Then many got a cancer that killed them. Aussie
Ark wanted to protect these animals. Workers raised cancer-free devils on Tasmania.
Now they slowly move some back to Australia. Proverbs 27:23 reminds us, “Know well the
condition of your flocks, and give attention to your herds.”
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No tracks are needed here.
People dumped cleaned-up
old rail cars into the ocean
near Long Island, New York.

LESSON
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Underwater train?
Lost and found lizard
Baby Yoda to the rescue
Missing letter puzzle

READ MORE

Splash!
Normally we
should not dump
old stuff into the
ocean. But this
is different.

These old rail cars will make
good homes for lots of fish.

Algae and sponges moved in.
Fish will come.
The rail cars help a reef grow.
Even dolphins and sharks
will live there.

Look at all the
coral that
now grows
on the steel.

The 75 steel rail cars once carried lumber. Each one weighs about 21 tons! People have made artificial
reefs for years. They saw sea life gathered on sunken ships. Now concrete, old cars, and even old
glass bottles become easy places for coral to attach. These teensy animals join together to make
a huge home for other sea life. Coral reefs are in trouble. These train cars will help corals
build new reefs. God gave people a big job. Genesis 2:15 says, “The Lord God took the man
and put him in the garden of Eden to work it and keep it.”
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People thought this
Mad-a-gas-car chameleon
[keh-mee-lyan] went extinct
100 years ago. Surprise!
They were wrong.
Scientists found more
than one. They were female.
No one had ever seen
females before.

The male Voeltzkow’s chameleon
looks very different from the female.

Long time,
no see.
What a
beautiful
lizard!
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Madagascar has many animals found nowhere else on Earth. The Voeltzkow’s chameleon is one.
It was last seen more than 100 years ago. But none could be found after that. Until 2018.
Zoologists found several. These color-changing lizards hatch from eggs, grow quickly, mate,
and die all in a few months. Males are bright green. Females are a striped, speckled mix
of purple, white, black, orange, red, and green! Exodus 15:11 asks, “Who is like you,
O Lord, majestic in holiness, awesome in glorious deeds, doing wonders?"
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The bar-tailed
godwit can fly as
fast as 55 miles
per hour!

New
Zealand

READ MORE

The trip

Godwits use their
long beaks to dig
in the mud for
crabs and snails.

Alaska is the
only part of
the United
States where
godwits visit.

Did the bar-tailed godwit sleep while it flew across the globe? Why did he not
get lost? Scientists are not sure. They tagged the godwit. The device connected
to a satellite. The tracker showed the bird’s quick trip over the ocean. He flew
from Alaska to New Zealand in world-record time! The sleek godwit will
fly back to Alaska in March. Genesis 1:20 tells us, “And God said, ‘Let
birds fly above the Earth across the expanse of the heavens.’”
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Something
was hidden
under the
portrait.
Did you
ever change
a picture
you drew?
This artist did
that too.

The Mona Lisa
was painted
over 500
years ago!

Underneath
the paint is a
hairpin drawn
with charcoal.
Why do you
think the artist
covered it up?

A camera
“saw” under
the Mona Lisa
painting. A
drawing is
there. It shows
hairpins. Are
they on the
painting?
Over ten million people go to Paris
every year to see the Mona Lisa!

T
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Scientist Pascal Cotte invented a high-powered camera. He spent 15 years using it to scan this painting
by Italian Leonardo da Vinci. He found that there was a charcoal drawing under the painting. The
artist had made the drawing and placed it over the panel to be painted on. The outlines of the drawing
were pricked with a pointed object and rubbed with black chalk dust in a small cloth bag. That
left an outline to paint over. It is called “spolvero.” People often have to make changes to things.
But Numbers 23:19 reminds us, “God is not a son of man, that He should change His mind.”
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READ MORE

Mr. Cotte found tiny dots
and an outline made with charcoal.
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Hospital on a boat?
Hard-to-beat beetle
Band on a truck?
Crack the code
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Strong winds blew in
Bang-la-desh. Rain poured.
Homes flooded.

It is not a tourist boat.
It is a floating hospital!

How could people get help?
Bring doctors to them!
Vol-un-teers hired a tourist
boat. It carried doctors and
dentists to hurting people.

The doctors bring
medicine . . .

The doctor
comes to shore
to examine
patients.

check teeth . . .

READ MORE

and take
temperatures.

Monsoons are strong winds that blow across Bangladesh every year, bringing rain. Villages
along the country’s coast flooded badly for months. Roads washed out. People could not get
medical help. A charity hired a tourist boat and called it “Jibon Kheya” (lifeboat). Eight doctors
and nurses, two dentists, and one eye doctor, plus 12 volunteers, sailed to water-logged
places. They helped hundreds of people. Hebrews 13:16 reminds us, “Do not neglect to do
good and to share what you have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to God.”
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That is one tough bug.
The ironclad beetle has a strong shell.
It is very hard to squash.
A car could not crush it.
Heavy weights didn’t
break it.

You must look through a
microscope to see how
the beetle’s shell
fits together.

The beetle’s shell is like
a puzzle. That makes it
extra tough.

This beetle is like
a knight that is
wearing heavy
armor. The word
ironclad means
covered
in iron.
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The diabolical ironclad beetle is very tough. It can not fly. But that is okay. God gave it a solid
shell for protection. Scientists use microscopes to look at the beetle. Its shell is like layered
armor. Strong pieces fit together. It is hard to squash this little bug! Scientists hope it will help
them make planes and buildings stronger. Ephesians 6:13 tells us, “Therefore, take up the
whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all,
to stand firm.”
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Robot firefighter
Hotels for seahorses
From Moon to Zoom
What happens next?
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This gadget has wheels. It fights fires.
It blasts water and moves things.
Robot Solution [soh-loo-shen] 3 will
go into burning buildings. Los Angeles
firefighters like this new helper.

A firefighter uses
a remote controller
to operate RS3.

It drags
heavy
hoses.
It has a
powerful
sprayer.

READ MORE

It has
a plow to
move big
things.

It has
special
wheels to
drive on
rubble.

Big cities like Los Angeles, California, often have large fires. Tall burning buildings are dangerous.
RS3 can go into those buildings when firefighters cannot. It can shoot more than two thousand
gallons of water each minute. RS3 can be controlled by a firefighter three blocks away. RS3 costs
$278,000. That is a lot of money. But fire departments in many other cities would like to
have one too. Firefighting machines are good. Proverbs 18:10 reminds us of something
better. “The name of the Lord is a strong tower; the righteous man runs into it and is safe.
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Wild storms blew in Australia
[aus-TRAY-lee-ah]. The tiny White’s
seahorses lost their homes. Many died.
Scientists help the little fish. They put
cages of net and steel into the ocean.
These will protect the seahorses.

They are called
underwater hotels.

A scientist puts
a cage on the
ocean floor.

White’s
seahorses
can live
safely in
the cage.
They can swim
in and out of
the bars.
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Storms blew off the coast of Sydney, Australia, several years ago. Lots of sand covered coral reefs.
Many creatures living there were smothered. Nearly all White’s seahorses died. Scientists took some
of the remaining ones to an aquarium. They raised more seahorses. How could the little fish live in the
sea? The scientists built cages for the fish. More seahorses will be born. Soon coral will cover
the cages. What safe “hotels” for the small creatures! Our mighty God has given us work to do.
Psalm 8:6 says, “You have given him dominion (rule, care) over the works of your hands.”
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A gorgeous gorge
Twenty years in space
Dribbling and donations
Find the differences.
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New
rules are
needed.
Thousands of people
visit the Red River
Gorge. It has tall cliffs
and rock arches.
A river rushes along.

Be
careful up
there! Rock
climbers enjoy
Red River
Gorge.

Rare plants grow.
Wild animals hide.
Will new visitor
rules protect this
Kentucky park?

READ MORE

Red River
Gorge has
interesting
rock
formations
like this.

The number of visitors to this Kentucky wilderness area exploded last spring and summer.
Roads were jammed. Parking lots were full. More visitors got lost and needed to be rescued.
Park officials asked the public for ideas to improve use of the park. The Forest Service wants
every visitor to have a good time. But it also wants to protect this lovely wilderness.
“Moreover, it is required of stewards (caretakers, managers) that one be found
trustworthy.” (1 Corinthians 4:2)
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Imagine
floating in
space for
twenty
years!

The International
Space Station is
twenty years old.
Astronaut Bill Shepherd remembers. He was on the first crew
twenty years ago. The station had three cramped, damp rooms then.
Now the Space Station is bigger. He says, “It’s 500 tons of stuff
zooming around in space.”
There is much work for the astronauts to do.

2
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Today’s Space Station has 12 rooms, six sleeping compartments, and a lookout tower. Astronauts from
19 countries have lived and worked there. They spend most of their time taking care of the station and
doing science experiments. Almost all of them say that their favorite thing to do is to look down on
Earth. It takes only 90 minutes for the station to circle the globe. They get to see 16 sunrises and
16 sunsets each day! A hymn by Folliot S. Pierpoint is one the astronauts might like to sing. “For
the beauty of the Earth, For the glory of the skies, For the love which from our birth Over and
around us lies, Lord of all to Thee we raise This our hymn of grateful praise."

NASA
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READ MORE

The astronauts are from all different countries.
Do you see the different flags in the picture?
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The windmills in
Holland are famous.
Some move water in
warmer months.
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Ice skating race
Asteroid or rocket?
Caring cakes
Count the asteroids.

Canals and lakes
often freeze
during the winter.

Swish, swoosh, swish. People in Holland
love to skate. But did the “Eleven Towns
Tour” speed skating race happen this year?
Was the ice thick enough? Could people
meet in groups?

SWISH
SWOOSH

SWISH

READ MORE

The ice must be very thick.
The 125-mile race is held on the canals and lakes that link together the cities
in Holland’s province of Friesland. One hundred men and women raced for the first time in
1890. The ice might not have been thick enough this winter. But the coronavirus also meant that
people could not be close together in groups. You might like to read Hans Brinker, or The
Silver Skates by Mary Mapes Dodge. It is a story of sacrifice and an exciting skating race.
Job 37:10 tells us, “By the breath of God ice is given, and the broad waters are frozen fast.”
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Planets twirl. Stars shine. Rocks streak.
The universe [yoon-eh-vers] is full.
Paul Chodas [ko-dus] studies God’s
heavens. Something new caught
his eye. It could be an asteroid
(rocky object). But he
thinks it is an old rocket!

The thing that
is floating out
there could be
an old rocket
like this one.

Is it a space rock or s
pace
jun
k?

C
to
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Astronomers study the heavens. They use powerful telescopes to see things our eyes cannot.
A mystery object is headed towards Earth. Some scientists called it “Asteroid 2020 SO.” But
Mr. Chodas thinks it is a 54-year-old rocket. It had carried a lander to the Moon. Then it went
into orbit around the Sun. It will circle Earth until March. Then it will head back toward
the Sun. God sits above the circle of the Earth. He stretches out the heavens like a
curtain. Read Isaiah 40:22.

READ MORE
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It fits five
people.

Fly through the
sky in a car.
Do you have somewhere to go? Need to
get there fast? Buckle up in a flying car.

LESSON

8
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2
3
4

What is a vertiport?
Insect of the year
Toys and flags
Match the shapes.

Skip the airport. Head to the Vertiport.
It is the first flying car hub. It is coming
to Florida.

The Vertiport
is Y-shaped.

The motors
point down
during lift off.

READ MORE

The car's 36 electric
motors rotate to move it
up and down or
side to side.

These flying cars carry four passengers and one pilot. They will fly from Orlando, Florida,
to Tampa, Florida, in a half hour. That is much faster than driving on the road. The Lake
Nona Vertiport will open in about five years. That gives time to figure out how these flying
cars can load, lift off, and land safely. Imagine seeing God’s world from inside a flying
car! “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the sky above proclaims His handiwork,”
says Psalm 19:1.

LILIUM AVIATION
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Adults have tails
like thread.

The Danish Mayfly is the
Insect of the Year for 2021!
Why?

Us?

Do you know about mayflies?
Mayflies lay their eggs on water.
Eggs sink into the mud. Larvae hatch.
One to three years go by. The insects float
to the top. Then off they fly.

Young
mayflies
fly off the
top of the
water.

Eggs sink into the mud.

2

READ MORE

God allows this delicate-looking insect to take one to three years to develop in the mud under
water. Then He causes a thin layer of air to form between the old and new skin of an adult larva.
The air bubble causes the creature to rise to the water’s surface. The outer skin bursts.
A mayfly hatches. It flies off, finds a mate, lays eggs, and dies. The Apostle Peter reminds
us that time on Earth for every creature is short. Read 1 Peter 1:24-25.
GOD’S BIG WORLD • JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2021
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Are you curious?
Two stories in the December issue ended
with a question. Here are the answers.

These toys are
the winners!

The Toy Hall of Fame
winners are:
Baby Nancy. It was the
first doll to look like
real black babies.
Sidewalk chalk. People
have used chalk for
drawing for a long time.
Jenga. It’s a simple game
anyone can play.

Voters said “Yes”
to the flag.
Mississippi has a new
state flag. More than
half the voters checked
“Yes” on the ballot.

READ MORE

Voters in Mississippi
chose this flag.

The new flag shows the
state flower (magnolia)
and twenty stars. It says,
“In God We Trust.”
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Which outline matches each stuffed animal? Write the matching letters in
the boxes. Do you see the colored circle next to each stuffed animal? Find a
crayon or marker that matches that color and use it to fill in the matching shape.

A
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C
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E

F

G
H

D
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Yummy!
Din Belz cuts
a piece of cake
for Sonia
Rozenblatt.

Cakes bring joy
to people.

Does cake taste
better when
someone
else
cooks
it?

Knock. Knock. That sound means
the cake has come.

READ MORE
ASA

READ MORE

Sara Weinsten gets a sweet treat
every week. It makes her smile.
“I know that there’s someone
thinking of me,” she says. People
in Israel spread joy with cakes.
Israeli volunteers bake cakes. They take the cakes to older people who live
alone. Volunteers make sure these older friends are okay. Psalm 35:27 says,
“Great is the Lord, who delights in the welfare of His servant!” The cakes
arrive just in time for the Jewish day of rest. Cake deliveries stopped when the pandemic
hit. “Why did you stop the visits?” people asked. Volunteers with “Sweets for the Soul”
got back to baking and delivering cakes. They deliver more than 1,000 cakes each week.
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Count each kind
of asteroid and
write the numbers
in the boxes.
Extra credit:
Do the math
problems below.

+

=

–

=

+

=
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He won the game
and got help.
Nathan tossed the ball into the basket.
His team won the big game! Nathan had
a story to tell. A storm hurt his country.
People listened. They gave money to
build a church, a school, and a home.
Nathan
celebrates
after making
the basket
that won the
game.

READ MORE
ASA

READ MORE

Nathan
is from the
Bahamas. It
was hit hard by
a hurricane in
2019.

“The ball ends up in the hands of a kid who has a story to tell,” says
Nathan’s dad. Nathan Bain is a basketball player from the Bahamas.
A hurricane slammed into his country. It washed away buildings. People
watched Nathan play basketball. They gave money. They helped rebuild his
family’s home, church, and school. Nathan says that God has a big plan. He is
right. God says that He will give us a future and a hope. Read Jeremiah 29:11.
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Bugs can bug you. But bugs help things grow!
Can you find all 15 differences between the pictures?

4
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An old story was made brand new.
Goodnight Moon is an old picture
book. It has a cow and a broom
and a red balloon.
Good Morning Zoom is a new
picture book. The story changed.
Some of the pictures changed too.
Goodbye, cow. So long, red balloon.

A boy in the
new book uses
Zoom.

READ MORE

READ MORE

People use Zoom for computer meetings. Kids use Zoom for school.
Parents use Zoom for work. Now there is a picture book about Zoom. Lindsay Rechler wrote
Good Morning Zoom. It is similar to the favorite bedtime story Goodnight Moon. The colorful
book is easy to understand. It is a story about a family’s life during the pandemic. Mrs.
Rechler wants her book to give kids hope in hard times. Psalm 31:24 says, “Be strong,
and let your heart take courage, all you who wait for the Lord!” God is our hope.

ACH
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The pictures show a robot being made. But the order is mixed up. What comes first?
Put a number 1 in that circle. What comes next? Number the pictures in the right order.
Also: Circle the correct word for each picture.

shop
finish

build
think

enjoy
build

parts
plan

build
plan

shop
build

4
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They need to
play for others.

They have to set
up very carefully.

All musicians (myoo-ZIH-shens)
want people to hear them play.
But the virus closed most
concert halls.
Players in New York gave short
outdoor concerts. The NY Phil
Bandwagon will return in
the spring.
People (and dogs) can
enjoy the music for free.

Not
your average
street musicians!
Members of the NY
Phil Bandwagon
perform in Queens,
New York.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Do you play an instrument? Don’t you want others to hear you play? The members of New York’s
Philharmonic orchestra missed playing in public. So members loaded a truck (called the
Bandwagon) with lights, traffic cones, and a sound system. They stopped near schools,
libraries, and parks. And they played the music they love. New Yorkers gathered to listen
and enjoy. Have you heard pop-up music in your town? Psalm 98 reminds us, “With
trumpets and the sound of the horn make a joyful noise before the King, the Lord!”

TOS
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Do you like to sing or play an instrument? God likes to hear our music.
See the picture (symbol) key at the top. Write a letter or number
under each symbol below. Read the Bible verse.

To
y o u, O L o r d,
T
I w i l l ma k e mu s i c.
4

Psa l m 101 : 1
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Can
you hang
upside down
by one hand
while wearing
a mask?

It takes
a lot of
practice and
hard work to
be in the
circus.

Teachers
and students
watch a student
try to balance
upside
down.

Twirl. Tumble. Balance. Flip. These students practice all day.
Their school in Belgium closed because of the virus. Now it is open.
The students are happy. They long to be in a circus.

READ MORE

READ MORE

OTTE

That looks
fun . . . and
a little bit
scary!

The first modern circuses starred horses and their riders. Soon, people wanted more. Acrobats,
jugglers, rope dancers, and clowns were added. Trained lions, tigers, and elephants came next.
Many circuses today no longer have wild animal acts. But visitors to the circus can be amazed at the
people who walk on ropes, juggle, swing on trapezes, tumble, and perform acrobatics—just what
students at circus schools want to do. It is good to work hard to accomplish something. The
Apostle Paul in Philippians 3:14 reminds us what is even better. “I press on toward the goal for
the prize of the upward call of God in Christ Jesus.

AP PHOTOS
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Help these four birds find their way home! FOR EXTRA CREDIT: Count the number
of feathers on each bird’s path and write it in the circle next to each island.
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The toy was a gift
to firefighters.
“Here is a friend for you.” A boy gave
firefighters a toy. It rides on trucks.
It flies in helicopters. The toy makes
people smile. That is what five-year-old
Carver hoped it would do.
Baby Yoda
to the
rescue!

Way to go
Carver! Jesus
tells us that it is
more blessed
to give than
to receive.

Carver’s
gift is
spreading
joy.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Carver and his grandmother gave a stuffed animal to firefighters. It is a
Baby Yoda. He is a toy from a Star Wars TV show. Carver’s Baby Yoda goes
on adventures with fire crews. Photos show Baby Yoda helping people. People
see the stuffed toy on social media. Everyone loves it! Carver’s gift was a hit.
The Bible says in 2 Corinthians 9:7, “Each one must give as he has decided in his
heart, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.”

TOS

AP PHOTOS • “BABY YODA”: LUCAS FILM
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These circus
clowns are
juggling
some letters.

d fa

o

y e

w

n r

Circle
one of the
juggled
letters to
complete the
green word.

_ lip

r

t

c

t_ nt

g d

l o h

swin_

c_ own

t

cir_ us

s p m
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Twist and turn
the squares to
play the game.

That
game is
tiny!

ark.

You win when the
colors match.

The cube is covered in squares.
The squares are six colors.
Turn the squares. Match the
colors. Solve the puzzle.
The game is old.
The tiny cube is new.

Rubik’s Cube turned forty!

READ MORE

READ MORE

Happy birthday, Rubik’s Cube! The popular puzzle game
is forty years old. Now there is a miniature Rubik’s Cube to
celebrate. It is so small that it fits on a fingertip. Does it work? Yes!
The little game is on sale in Japan. It is very expensive. Puzzles are fun to
play together. They help us use the minds God gave us. Psalm 139:14 says, “I praise you,
for I am fearfully and wonderfully made.”

TOS
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Find a match for each Rubik’s Cube in the red box.
Write the letter for its match on the line below it. What do they spell?

P

Y

K

A

D

E

H

U

O

F

C

R

B

I

S

N
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